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Introduction
Save Our Rice Campaign aims to build a movement towards achieving food security and sovereignty, reviving
rice culture and sustaining rice eco-sysytems. Save Our Rice attempts to sustain rice by creating linkage between different sectors, developing capacities to address local/ regional concerns,
building alternatives models for sustainable ecological rice cultivation and developing a platform of people with rice culture as a
common concern. The campaign was launched in 2004 in the
Second International Year of Rice in Kumbalangi, Keralam. The
Campaign is coordinated by Thanal and CREATE. The campaign
is active in five states - Tamilnadu, Kerala, Karnataka, Orissa and
West Bengal, where it is coordinated by partnes in those States.
The major campaign objectives are






Conserving Rice Ecosystems
Sustaining Rice Culture and Diversity
Protecting Traditional Wisdom
Preventing GMOs and Toxics
Ensuring Safe and Nutritious Food

This dossier is a collection of media reports from October 2012 to
March 2013 related to work done in the five states, by Save Our
Rice Campaign
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The New Indian Express

22nd October 2012

Organic farmers honoured

Poet Sugathakumari honouring Priyanka, the co-author of the book on cultivation
of leafy vegetables, at a function organised to honour organic farmers in
Thiruvananthapuram the other day | Express
Concluding the World Food Day observance, Thanal, a city-based NGO, organised a
function to honour organic farmers here the other day. Poet Sugathakumari inaugurated the
function.Cash awards were presented to 12 organic farmers based on their produce which varied
from Rs 500 to Rs 5,000. A total of 36 farmers were honoured in the function.In her inaugural
address, Sugathakumari shared her experiences with the farmers and offered her support to Organic
Bazaar, an outlet for organic products. We are among the huge population which die each day by
consuming food with pesticides. Organic farmers could certainly bring a change in the coming
future” said Madhupal on the occasion.Organic Bazaar, a reliable outlet for organic produce, brings
together consumers and producers of organic produce under one roof.The foundation of Organic
Bazaar is in building faith and relationship between all those who are concerned about the
environment, food and children” said P Nandukumar, a consumer representative in his paper
presentationThe bazaar helps small, marginal and landless farmers to come out of the chemical and
water-intensive agricultural practices and improve their health and livelihood”, he added. A book
authored by Priyanka and Ambika to create awareness on traditional knowledge and practices in the
cultivation of leafy vegetables, which have vanished from the backyards of the homes of Malayalees,
was released by Sugathakumari.
Actor and writer Madhupal, Thanal director Usha Kumari, Organic Bazaar president T J Babychan
among others attended the function.
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New Indian Express - 25th October 2012

Gathering traditional green knowledge

Thiruvananthapuram: “Priyanka is a wonder on a big canvas,” says Usha Kumari, executive director of
Thanal, an NGO. For the past two years, M Priyanka has been investing her time and energy in research.
From her days doing post-graduation in Applied Zoology to being a research assistant at Thanal, Priyanka
has put in big efforts. However, recognition has been evading the 23-year-old all these years.Right now,
Priyanka is focusing on imparting the skills for studying the status of leafy vegetables which are not widely
cultivated to the new generation, to popularise ways and means for a healthy life. She went deep into the
forest to study neglected leafy vegetables and put all her findings in a book, titled ‘Bhakshya Ilachedikalum
Naattarivukalum’.
She had conducted studies in various forests of Wayanad. “Perhaps,this is one of the reasons why I
could bring out the book,” Priyanka says.Hailing from Wayanad itself, she took the help of six socio-cultural
groups for the study. She shifted base to the city later.”It was the most noticeable work of mine and was
even acknowledged by poet Sugathakumari. I took a couple of years to complete my work,” says
Priyanka.
“I collected the data from the Adiyar, Paniyar, Kurumar, Kurichyar and Kaattunaikkar tribes, apart
from non-tribal communities. Traditional knowledge and medicinal properties of 83 species of plants have
been included in the book,” says Priyanka.
She has co-authored the book with V D Ambika, who also works with Thanal. Ambika had concentrated
her studies on the Thirunelli panchayat of Wayanad district
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The Hindu October 14, 2012

Biodiversity festival from today

UNIQUE ART: A pair of bullocks made of metal wire by an artiste from Tenali at the
Exhibition Grounds in Hyderabad on Saturday.

The official inaugural of the three-day festival will be on Sunday morning with the lamp to be lit by Bhaskar
Save, a 90-year-old veteran natural farmer
As CoP-11, Conference of Parties-Convention of Biodiversity, the main event was on at the Hyderabad
International Convention Centre and HITEX, a side-event — the People’s Biodiversity Festival — that was
kicked off here at the Exhibition Grounds on Saturday drew attention from environmental activists.
Entry to the festival was free and it drew an appreciable number of visitors. There were 54 stalls in all,
set up by different organisations working on biodiversity and environmental issues from across India
and Nepal. The focus was on ‘Rice Mela’ and the initiative was primarily to improve awareness
among people on the need to save rice

varieties. One of the organisers Bharat Mansata recalled that from an estimate 2,00,000 rice varieties that
India boasted of, barely half a decade ago, there were less than 2,000 varieties now. The traditional long,
organic variety had given way to dwarf and semi-dwarf varieties that were chemical dependent.
Official inaugural
The official inaugural of the three-day festival will be on Sunday morning with the lamp to be lit by Bhaskar
Save, a 90-year-old veteran natural farmer. The launch will be marked by a unanimous declaration that
‘Mother Earth is not for sale and plunder’ and seeks to affirm to a positive collective pledge to protect
nature and its severely endangered, sacred treasure of biodiversity.
Saturday, however, saw the conduct of open seminar on ‘Biodiversity and ecological agriculture’ to drive
home the message of fostering organic farming.
Among those who set up their stalls and marked their presence were representatives of Timbaktu
Collective, Deccan Development Society, Centre for Sustainable Agriculture, Earth Care Books, ‘Manchi
Pusthakam’ Centre for Education and Documentation, Malka, Save the Rice Campaign, Sahaja Aharam,
Deccan Organics and Sahaja Organics.
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The Hindu October 15, 2012

‘Seeds cannot be the monopoly of companies’

Environmentalist Vandana Shiva at the Exhibition Grounds in Hyderabad on Sunday.–

If seed becomes a monopoly in the hands of a few multi-national corporations, it would mean destruction of
biodiversity, said activist and environmentalist Vandana Shiva, calling upon people to join hands in the fight
for freedom of seed.
Addressing an impressive gathering at the ongoing People’s Biodiversity Festival (PBF) at Exhibition
Grounds here on Sunday, she urged people to act for Seed Freedom and join the ongoing Fortnight of
Action between October 2 and 16. Seeds are the source of life and the first link in the food chain and
control over seed means control over lives, food and freedom of people, she said.
She released her “Global Citizen’s Report on Seed Freedom” and called upon people to register their
support online at www.seedfreedom.in and fight for seed freedom, reiterating that it was farmers’ right to
preserve their seed. Seed was not an invention as claimed by some but only a continuity of evolution, for
thousands of years, she said, slamming MNCs in her inimitable style. Patents on seeds and life forms were
affecting biodiversity, she said, recalling the struggles that led to patents on neem, Basmati rice and wheat
with gluten being squashed that were patented in the West.
Ms. Vandana Shiva drew applause when she recalled how a private company and the United States
government had patented Basmati rice, calling it ‘Texmati’. While it was established that ‘gluten’, also called
‘wheat meat’ could cause several health problems even to those who could digest it well, those interested in
the US, went ahead with patenting it, she said, expressing happiness that a struggle against the move had
resulted in victory for the people It was a mela-like atmosphere at the PBF with cultural events to keep
visitors occupied during the lunch hour and evenings too. On Sunday, women folk artistes performed ‘Oggu
Katha’. The evening saw a street play by ‘Adivasi’ groups, followed by a musical mime on ‘Diversity of
Life’ by students of TISS, Hyderabad.
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Article in Kumkumum by
Jayaraman, about the seed
saving methods.
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Organic rice yied high price
News from Dhinakaran
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Article in Sangaditha about
paddy field and food sovereignty by Usha S
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iàÊ‡Êç̂Ë«‡Â
‘gW‡ñ‡á¤’
A®ÝÊ‡Ã‡|!
»Ý

Ã‡£à¿áÃ‡á ´ÝÓ…r´‡âv…WÝX ÊÝÑìP‡
BÃ‡á ÓÝËÃ‡ Pˆãàq Ã‡ã±ÝÀá¿á®‡á°
ÃˆÓˆãràÃˆíp…W‡ÚWˆ Ë¯ÁãàXÓ‡á£¤Ü¨ÝÃˆ.
C¨‡Äí¨ÝX ´ÝÓ…r´‡âv… Ê‡ÞÃ‡áP‡pˆr ¨ˆàÍ‡¨‡‰È Íˆà
40Ã‡Ð‡ár ÖˆaÝcW‡á£¤¨ˆ. Ê‡áãÃ‡á ¯ËáÐ‡W‡Ù‡‰È
BW‡áÊ‡ ®‡ãv‡Ç…Õ A®‡á° Ê‡áP‡RÚWˆ £¯°Ó‡ÇÝW‡á£¤¨ˆ.
D ÓˆàÊ‡®ˆ Ê‡ááí¨‡Ê‡Ä¨‡Ãˆ C¨‡Ã‡‰ÈÃ‡áÊ‡ Ö‡ÆÊ‡â
ÃÝÓÝ¿á¯P‡ AíÍ‡W‡Úí¨‡ 30 Ê‡Ð‡ìW‡Ù‡‰È PÝÂ®‡ÕÃ…
Wˆ ñ‡áñÝ¤W‡áÊ‡ A±Ý¿áË¨ˆ.
±‡Í‡áÊˆç¨‡ÂQà¿á PÝÇˆàgá Êˆáç¨Ý®‡¨‡‰È
Ê‡áíW‡Ù‡ÊÝÃ‡¨‡Ê‡ÃˆWˆ (w. 11) ®‡vˆ¿áÈÃ‡áÊ‡
»ÝÃ‡£à¿á iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â Ê‡Ó‡á¤±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡¨‡‰È
PˆàÃ‡Ù‡¨‡ Ó‡PÝìÃˆàñ‡Ã‡ Ó‡íÓˆ§Áãí¨‡á
ÓÝÊ‡ìg¯P‡Ã‡‰È AÄÊ‡â Ê‡áãwÓ‡Æá ´ÝÓ…r´‡âv…
ÓˆàÊ‡®ˆ¿á ¨‡áÐ‡³ÄOÝÊ‡áW‡Ù‡®‡á° £ÚÓ‡áÊ‡ ¼£¤
bñ‡Å¨‡‰ÈÜ¨‡ W‡Ê‡á®ÝÖ‡ì AíÍ‡W‡ÚÊ‡â. P‡®ÝìoP‡
ÃÝgÂ Ê‡ÞÈ®‡Â ¯¿áíñ‡Å| Ê‡áív‡Ú, ‘C®…
ÔroãÂp… B´… B¿ááÊˆàì¨‡ BÂív…
CíqWˆÅàqÊ… ÊˆáwÔ®…’ (I&GIGí) ÓˆàÄ¨‡íñˆ
ËË«‡ CÇÝTˆW‡Ù‡á ÓˆàÄ BÁãàiÔÃ‡áÊ‡ D

iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â Ê‡Ó‡á¤ ±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡¨‡‰È Ó‡áÊ‡ÞÃ‡á
150P‡ãR Öˆbc®‡ Ê‡áÚWˆW‡ÚÊˆ. Ë¨ÝÂ¦ìW‡Ù‡á
ÓˆàÄ¨‡íñˆ ÓÝÊ‡ìg¯P‡Ã‡‰È iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â ŸWˆY AÄÊ‡â
ÖÝW‡ã ÎP‡Ò| ¯àv‡áÊ‡ EÜ¨ˆàÍ‡©í¨‡ D ±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡
ÊˆáàÙ‡ Ö‡Ëá¾PˆãÙ‡ÛÇÝX¨ˆ.
¨ˆàÍ‡¨‡‰È ÓÝÌ»ÝËP‡ÊÝX ¸ˆÙˆ¿ááÊ‡ 150P‡ãR
Öˆbc®‡ ±‡Å»ˆà¨‡W‡Ù‡ Ê‡áÃ‡Xv‡W‡Úí¨‡ ¨ˆãÃˆ¿ááÊ‡
¹àgW‡Ù‡®‡á° hˆçËP‡ Cí«‡®‡ ñ‡¿ÞÄÓ‡Æá
ŸÙ‡Ó‡ŸÖ‡á¨ÝX¨ˆ. ±‡ÅÓ‡á¤ñ‡ ÖˆãíWˆ, ¸ˆàÊ‡â, ×±ˆ³,
gñˆãÅà±‡, ÔàÊ‡ÞÃ‡ãŸ ¹àg¨‡ GOˆ¡ Cí«‡®‡ÊÝX
ŸÙ‡Pˆ¿ÞW‡á£¤¨ˆ. wàÓˆÇ… aÝÈñ‡ ÊÝÖ‡®‡W‡Ù‡‰È
D hˆçËP‡ Cí«‡®‡ ŸÙ‡Ó‡áÊ‡â¨‡Äí¨‡ Cí«‡®‡
ÓÝÌÆíŸ®ˆ ÓÝ«‡Â, ±‡ÄÓ‡Ã‡ Ê‡ÞÈ®‡Â¨‡ ±‡ÅÊ‡Þ|
ñ‡W‡áYñ‡¤¨ˆ GíŸ Ê‡Þ×£¿á®‡á° P‡êÑ
ËÍ‡ÌË¨ÝÂÆ¿á, P‡®ÝìoP‡ ÃÝgÂ hˆçËP‡ Cí«‡®‡
A¼Ê‡ê©œ Ê‡áív‡Ú ÔŸºí© ËàP‡ÒP‡ÄWˆ ±ÝÅñ‡ÂQÒPˆ
Ê‡áãÆP‡ £ÚÓ‡á£¤Ü¨‡Ã‡á.
‘D ±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡¨‡‰È P‡®ÝìoP‡¨‡ iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â¨‡
ËÍˆàÐ‡ñˆW‡Ù‡á, ÓÝíÓ‡¢£P‡ Ê‡áÖ‡ñ‡Ì £Ú¨‡áPˆãívˆ.
P‡®ÝìoP‡ A¨‡á½ñ‡ÊÝ¨‡ iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â ñÝ|

GíŸá¨‡á Wˆãñˆ¤à CÃ‡È‰Æ. C‰È A¨‡Ã‡ ŸWˆY
Ó‡íQÒ±‡¤ Ê‡Þ×£ ¨ˆãÃˆÀáñ‡á’ Gí¨‡á ÖˆàÙ‡áñÝ¤Ãˆ
ñ‡ËáÙ‡á®Ýw®‡ PÝÊ‡áÃÝg ËÍ‡ÌË¨ÝÂÆ¿á©í¨‡
Ÿí©Ü¨‡ iàÊ‡ Ã‡ÓÝ¿á®‡ÍÝÓ‡÷ ±‡¨‡Ë Ë¨ÝÂ¦ì
A¼ÐˆàP….
‘±‡ÎcÊ‡á Zor PÝv‡áW‡Ù‡‰È ÊˆçË«‡ÂÊ‡á¿á
EÃ‡W‡W‡ÚÊˆ. 7 hÝ£¿á BÊˆáW‡Ù‡á, 17 hÝ£
Ö‡‰ÈW‡Ù‡á, 44 hÝ£ ÖÝÊ‡âW‡ÚÊˆ GíŸ Ê‡Þ×£
C‰È £ÚÀáñ‡á. g®‡ÓÝÊ‡Þ®‡ÂÃˆ‰ÆÃ‡ã »ˆàq
¯àv‡¸ˆàPÝ¨‡ ±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡ C¨ÝX¨ˆ’ G®‡á°ñÝ¤Ãˆ
ÃÝhÝi®‡W‡Ã‡©í¨‡ Ÿí©Ü¨‡ W‡ê×~ ÓèÊ‡áÂ.
PˆãÙˆÛWÝÆ¨‡ Ãˆçñ‡Ã‡á ÓÝÊ‡¿áÊ‡ P‡êÑÀáí¨‡
¸ˆÙˆ¨‡ »‡ñ‡¤¨‡ ËË«‡ ñ‡ÚW‡Ù‡á ÖÝW‡ã ñ‡Ã‡PÝÄW‡Ù‡
±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡ W‡Ê‡á®‡ ÓˆÙˆ¿ááñ‡¤¨ˆ. hˆãñˆWˆ PÝµ
Ê‡áív‡Ú¿á Ê‡áÚWˆ¿á‰ÈÜ¨‡ PÝµ Ã‡áb Ó‡Ë¿áÆá
±ˆÅàP‡ÒP‡Ã‡ ×ív‡á ÓÝÆáW‡qrñ‡á¤. ±‡ÎcÊ‡á ZorW‡Ù‡
iàÊ‡ÊˆçË«‡Â ŸWˆY Ó‡í±‡ä|ì bñ‡Å, Ê‡Þ×£
¯àv‡áÊ‡ ÖÝW‡ã ÓÝÊ‡ìg¯P‡Ã‡‰È AÃ‡|Â Ó‡íÃ‡P‡ÒOˆ
ŸWˆY AÄÊ‡â Ê‡áãwÓ‡áÊ‡ Ó‡ÆáÊÝX ®ˆçÓ‡XìP‡
C£ÖÝÓ‡¨‡ ±ÝÅ¨ˆàÎP‡ Ê‡Ó‡á¤Ó‡íW‡ÅÖÝÆ¿á
±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡ BÁãàiÔ¨ˆ.
‘g®‡Ó‡íTˆÂ Öˆa‡cÙ‡, W‡~WÝÄPˆ, A¼Ê‡ê©œ
PˆÆÓ‡W‡Ù‡ EÜ¨ˆàÍ‡©í¨‡ ±ÝÃ‡í±‡ÄP‡ ±‡ÎcÊ‡á Zor
AÃ‡|ÂW‡Ù‡á ®ÝÍ‡ÊÝW‡á£¤Êˆ. Ê‡ááí©®‡ ²àÚWˆWˆ
Ó‡íÃ‡QÒÓ‡áÊ‡ ¯qr®‡‰È Cí¥‡ ±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡
Ó‡¨‡á±‡ÁãàW‡ÊÝW‡¸ˆàP‡á, B Ê‡áãÆP‡ iàÊ‡
ÊˆçË«‡Â ñÝ|¨‡ Ã‡P‡ÒOˆWˆ PˆçhˆãàwÓ‡¸ˆàP‡á’ Gí¨‡á
Ó‡ÆÖˆ ¯v‡áñÝ¤Ãˆ ÎP‡Ò| Ó‡íÁãàgP‡ ÁãàWˆàí¨‡Å.
CËÐˆrà A‰Æ¨ˆà ÃÝgÂ¨‡ Ö‡ÆÊ‡â i‰ÇˆW‡Úí¨‡
Ÿí©Ã‡áÊ‡ Ó‡íZ Ó‡íÓˆ§W‡Ù‡ P‡Ã‡P‡áÍ‡Æ Eñ‡³®‡°
Ê‡áÚWˆW‡ÚÊˆ. ±‡ÅÊÝÓˆãà¨‡ÂÊ‡á CÇÝTˆ, P‡êÑ,
ñˆãàoWÝÄPˆ, Öˆç®‡áWÝÄPˆ, Ó‡Ì¿áí ÓˆàÊÝ Ó‡íÓˆ§W‡Ù‡
Ê‡áÚWˆW‡Ù‡á Ê‡Þ×£ Pˆàí¨‡ÅW‡ÙÝX W‡Ê‡á®‡
ÓˆÙˆ¿áá£¤Êˆ. ¸ˆÚWˆY 10Äí¨‡ ÃÝ£Å 8Ã‡Ê‡ÃˆWˆ
±‡Å¨‡Í‡ì®‡ Ê‡áñ‡á¤ Ê‡ÞÃÝo ÊˆáàÙ‡ËÃ‡áñ‡¤¨ˆ.
Ó‡§Ù‡: ±‡Í‡áÊˆç¨‡ÂQà¿á PÝÇˆàgá Êˆáç¨Ý®‡,
Öˆ¸ÝºÙ‡.


Stall exhibited by Karnataka in Biodiversity congres
took place in Hydrabad.
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Indian Agrarian Crisis

The Hindu 22 /12/2012

Food. Livelihoods. Environment
Reviving the lost legacy

Rice is life for thousands of people. At a time when the country debates a second
green revolution in the eastern states, here is a story of a farmer, Ghani Khan, who is shrugging
off modern hybrid rice seeds to return to more nutritious and health traditional rice seed.
The lane to Bada Bagh is muddy, accost by trees. The whole farm is hidden with shrubs, trees,
sugarcane, so you donot realize that lies ahead. Bada Bagh orchard, managed by Syed Ghani
Khan’s family at Kirugavulu in Malavalli taluk of Mandya district is very popular among the city
dwellers for its flavoured mangoes from the trees that have a legacy of 250 years, but now the bagh
is popular for a different reason. Bada Bagh was a gift received by Syed Ghani Khan from Tipu
Sultan himself. Four generations later, the farm is now with Ghani Khan, a young and energetic
farmer, who has completely changed the outlook of the ancient farm by combining the mango crop
with traditional rice varieties, all of 567rice strains of different combinations are grown here. Bada
Bagh is now an essential museum of traditional rice strains is drawing in farmers from far and near.
Old aid
Ghani the eldest among the four sons says that it is the quest for alternative seeds and farming
practices that brought the family together. The once separated brothers are back and they owe
much to the traditional rice strains. Ghani just like many young farmers operated the farm adopting
all modern agricultural practices. Though initially all was well, very soon he witnessed deterioration
of his fertile farm. With the help of a fellow farmer he began to discover alternate methods to
rejuvenate the soil. His experimenting started in 2000 by trial and error method using only organic
compost. The hybrid rice, the IR series of rice varieties did not respond well to organic compost, so
he had to find a rice variety that would suit the traditional cultivation methods. With the Kaveri river
flowing through the district, there was wide spread hybrid cultivation and the region had lost almost
all the traditional rice diversity that existed
Ghani:
Ghani:The region had very distinct drought resistant rice varieties like raja bhog batha, coimbatur
sanna, kadi batha, bangaru sanna, bangaru kaddi and doddibatha, as there was no water in these
villages before the ‘Kannambadi’ dam was built. Ghani says while hybrids have outstanding
qualities, the ability to reproduce themselves is clearly not one of them. You may expect a good
yield from hybrids with a sufficient input, but the main drawback is the you cannot save seed, as
they may not even germinate, since it may be sterile. If it does sprout, the young plants will
probably not have many of the characteristics of the parent plant, nor will it look anything like the
plant you got the seeds from. But the traditional seeds have developed resistance to certain pests
and diseases and are hardier and healthier than hybrids. Their original genetic material is intact and
they have unique reproductive and immunity is preserved. Each variety has distinct flavors, and
come in many different and unique colors, sizes, and shapes. As the region had lost much of its
traditional rices, search for the traditional seeds proved difficult. He came across a fine rice variety,
Rathnachudi, and his experimentation began with only one variety. The variety performed well
under organic farming and he continued cultivating the variety for about 6 years, before he realized
to test some more of the traditional varieties. He says his hunt for traditional seeds took initiation with
a that he was able to collect handful of seeds of about six paddy varieties in 2006. All the varieties
were successful as they did not use chemicals and required less water. Later varieties increased
from six to twenty-six in the consecutive year and again to seventy-five in 2008 and now he has as
many as 146 varieties. He says he vows a lot to Sahaja Samrudha, an organic farmers association,
stationed at Bangalore, for continuously guiding him technically and helping him collect seeds from
different regions. His collection is from five different states and also few from another country. He
has a wide diversity of wetland, dryland, medicinal, aromatic, irrigated rices. The whole 20acres is
a rich verdant tapestry in all hues of red, gold, brown and black. All the 146 traditional rices are
maintained in a single, largest experimental restoration plot, an individual farmer can maintain. Each
variety is evenly spaced with straight rows that are distinctly visible on the plot. A portion of the
experimental plot is covered with high-yielding dwarf varieties that are planted for comparative
study with the predominant expanse distinctively taller traditional rice plants.
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Though he has irrigation facility, he feels that it is important to limit water usage so he is cultivating
his farm by following System of rice intensification (SRI) method. SRI unlike conventional methods
of raising productivity through genetic improvement and increasing inputs relies on providing an
enabling environment for the rice plant to express itself fully. The plot has been designed and
about 146 varieties are sown following the system that involves a combination of several principles,
including the use of organic inputs, alternate wetting and drying, increased spacing between
plants, and transplanting the plants while they are young.
Ghani says it is essential to conserve the different traits of rice varieties that have evolved through the
combined process of natural selection and farmer selection that are so adapted to different ecoclimatic conditions with their fragrance, taste, medicinal and high yielding properties as frequent
floods and prolonged droughts are the order of the day and the modern high yielding rice varieties
and hybrids have drastically reduced performance and suffer a partial or total loss of crops.
Switching over to traditional crop varieties is the need, as it not only maintains biodiversity but will
definitely offset the hurdles posed with climate change. “For thousands of years farmers have
been breeders and developed and nurtured crop genetic diversity. With their careful insight of
selecting plants and developing varieties with suitable traits and improve on the existing
one. This system of selection and improving on the plants is what has led to an
astounding diversity of landraces, which still exists with some farmers. Though most of
the rice diversity has been eroded there are some farmers, who are working towards
reviving and maintaining the rice diversity that Karnataka has been a host and Ghani is
one among them”, says Shanta Kumar, Coordinator of ‘Save our Rice’ campaign.
Prized Collections - Ghani is maintaining different paddy strains to keep alive the
evolutionary processes and also to sustain a continual supply of germplasm. He has developed skills
in the art of seed production and has the ability to select the best seeds. The whole plot of 567 rice
varieties has been dedicated for seed production. Some of the diversity maintained on his field are
Rajabhog, which is a weed suppresser, Anandi a variety from Dharwad has a high
yielding capacity, Jeeriga samba is a very popular variety among the farmers and is
aromatic, non lodging and good grain yielding variety and Parimalasanna is a fine variety
appropriate for making festoons. Two varieties of Burma black rice, both grains are black in
colour and one variety has less fibre and the other has high fibre content. Chinnaponni,
Kempudoddi, Halublu, Rajakayame, Rasakadam,Gamgadale, Burmablack, Kagisali,
Ambimohar, Gamsale, Kottayane, Bilinellu, Gandhasale, NMS2, Rajmudi, Ratnachudi,
Gowrisanna, Jeerigesanna, Bilidoddi, , Gambatha, Jeerigesale. Some of the varieties from
Orissa that are performing well are kalakali, baingan mangi, govindbhog is a sacred
variety used as an offering to God Krishna, of Orissa. Some from Maharashtra like
sagvad an upland variety used for pooha, maladi a medicinal rice used in bone fracture
treatment, HMT a farmer developed variety and Katte HMT a variety that has awns,
Kasubai a scented variety, Raj gudiyapa a dry land medicinal rice variety used for
weakness and Dharisal, Tulasiya, Sheerabathi, Thamadisala, rathbath.
Mr. Krishna Prasad,sahaja samrudha says “ On-farm conservation of rice diversity is carried out
only by farmers who are interested and willing to do so. It cannot be imposed on them. A farmer
who conserves inter and intra specific diversity has to have an understanding as to how, what and
why he does it. Organizations can only technically support and provide opportunities for the farmers
in continuing their efforts at conserving crop diversity”. He further adds that on-farm conservation
of crop diversity is important. This form of managing diversity of crops is easy to implement and
links farmers’ economic concerns with conservation. Management for crop diversity can promote
on-farm conservation of rice, and potentially other crops too, in a feasible and sustainable way.
Ghanis concern for conservation of biodiversity has infact got many farmers interested in
traditional varieties. His farm in the outskirts of his village has grown into one of the largest
experimental restoration plots, drawing visitors from villages near and far. His experiment has
enthralled Scientists and Officials, who have applauded his venture.
India is presently facing a rice crisis due to erosion of its biodiversity and increase of monocropping
in agriculture. Reliance on a narrow spectrum of cultivars grown in monoculture have increased
pest problems and India being a mega diversity country has a plethora of traditional varieties which
are nutritious and developed over centuries. The traditional strains are more resistant to drought
and could be an answer to the climate change. So saving them is important lest we lose it.
Contact: Ghani- 09901713351 for more details
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http://www.ecowalkthetalk.com/blog/2011/10/13/reviving-the-lost-legacy/

Thursday, October 13th, 2012 | Posted by Bharathi Shiva
Reviving the Lost Legacy of Rice Biodiversity: The Story of
Ghani

Khan

Rice means life and survival for billions of people. Relying on a narrow range
of rice strains grown in monocultures has led to increased pest problems and
erosion of rice biodiversity. Anitha Reddy shares a story of a farmer from
India, Ghani Khan, who has successfully eschewed modern hybrid rice seeds to
return to traditional varieties of rice which he believes are more nutritious
and resilient.

Bada Bagh Farm
The Farm
The lane to Bada Bagh is muddy, accosted by trees, shrubs and sugarcane. The last thing you
would expect to find there is a farm. And yet as you walk ahead Bada Bagh startles you with its
sudden presence.
Welcome to Bada Bagh. Famed all over Karnataka (a state in southern India) for its flavourful
mangoes, the land on which the farm stands today was given to Syed Ghani Khan’s family by the
legendary Tipu
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Sultan himself, who ruled parts of modern Karnataka in the 18 century.
The farm is now managed by Ghani Khan, a fourth generation descendant. The
mangoes come from trees that have a 250 year old history. But there is another
reason why Bada Bagh is popular today, thanks to Ghani Khan’s introduction and
cultivation of 146 traditional rice varieties including rice strains of
different combinations.

Ghani Khan
Journey to Organic Farming and the Search for Traditional seeds:
Ghani, the eldest among the four sons says that it is the quest for alternative
seeds and farming practices that brought the family together. The once
separated brothers are back and they owe much to the traditional rice strains.
Ghani, like many young farmers initially operated the farm adopting modern
agricultural practices with synthetic fertilisers and pesticides. However, he
witnessed rapid deterioration of his once fertile fields. A fellow farmer
suggested alternative methods to rejuvenate the soil and with his help Ghani
began experimenting with organic composts. The hybrid rice (the IR series) did
not respond well to organic composts. This led him to search for a rice variety
that would respond to his new cultivation methods.
This proved to be more difficult than he had imagined. Due to widespread hybrid
cultivation the region had lost most of the traditional rice varieties.
Traditional varieties of sturdy, drought resistant rice distinct to the region
that he knew like Rajabhoga, Coimbatursanna, Kadibatha, Bangarusanna,
Bangarukaddi and Doddibatha were now rarely being cultivated.
Ghani’s long search for traditional seeds finally bore fruit when he came
across ‘Rathnachudi’-a fine variety of rice. He started experimenting with it
with success. Motivated by this, he continued to cultivate the variety for
about 6 years. Soon he decided to test other varieties of traditional seeds and
his search yielded about six paddy varieties. All six varieties proved to be
successful. The six became twenty six in the consecutive year and it more than
doubled to seventy five in 2008. Today he has as many as 146 varieties.
Ghani says he owes a lot to Sahaja Samrudha (an organic farmers association) for
their technical guidance and helping him with his efforts in collecting seeds
from different regions. He now has a wide range of varieties from five different
states of India. His diverse seed varieties include wetland, dryland, medicinal,
aromatic, and irrigated rice.
His farm uses the System of Rice Intensification (SRI) method for irrigation. The
SRI method saves a lot of water. The plot has been designed in a way that follows
a combination a several principles, like alternate wetting and drying, increased
spacing between plants, and transplanting the plants when they are young.
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Paddy nearing Harvest
The Need To Preserve Traditional Rice varieties
The main drawback of hybrid seed varieties, says Ghani, is that they are
sterile. The traditional seeds on the other hand have evolved over the years and
have developed beneficial qualities like resistance to certain pests, and
diseases. This makes them hardier and healthier than hybrids. Their unique
features are preserved and each rice variety has a distinct flavour, and come in
many different colors, sizes, and shapes.
Ghani and other like minded farmers believe that because the traditional
varieties have evolved through the combined process of natural selection and
farmer selection, it is superior to hybrid varieties. Traditional crop
varieties, from their experience, maintain biodiversity and perform better when
exposed to erratic climate changes. They cite the example that during floods
and prolonged droughts the modern high yielding rice varieties and hybrids have
shown drastically reduced performance. The farmer often suffers partial or
total loss of crops.
Endorsing the farmers’ view Shanta Kumar, Coordinator of ‘Save our Rice’
campaign in Karnataka, says
“For thousands of years farmers have developed and nurtured crop genetic
diversity. With their careful insight they select the plants and develop
varieties with suitable traits and improve on the existing one. This system of
selection and improving on the plant is what has led to an astounding diversity
of landracres*, which still exists with some farmers. Though most of the rice
diversity has been eroded, there are some farmers, who are working towards
reviving and maintaining the rice diversity and Ghani is one among them”

Prized collection of Paddy

Prized collections
Today Ghani maintains different paddy strains to keep alive the
evolutionary processes and to ensure a continual supply of germplasm. He
is skilled in the art of seed production and has over the years
developed a fine ability to identify the best seeds. He has reserved a
portion of his plot for maintaining a seed bank, to preserve them and
prevent them from disappearing forever.
Mr. Krishna Prasad, of Sahaja Samrudha says “On-farm conservation of
rice diversity is carried out only by farmers who are interested and
willing to do so. It cannot be imposed on them. A farmer who conserves
‘inter’ and ‘intra’ species diversity needs to have an understanding as
to how, what and why he does it. Organizations can only technically
support and provide opportunities for the farmers in continuing their
efforts at conserving crop diversity”. He further adds that on-farm
conservation of crop diversity is important. This form of managing
diversity of crops is easy to implement and links farmers’ economic
concerns with conservation. Management for crop diversity can promote
on-farm conservation of rice, and potentially other crops too, in a
feasible and sustainable way.
Some of the traditional seed varieties in the Farm:
Rajabhog: A weed Suppresser.
Anandi: A high yielding variety.
Jeeriga samba: An aromatic, non lodging and good grain yielding variety.
Parimalasanna: A fine variety appropriate for making festoons.
Govindbhog: Considered to be sacred and used as an offering to God Krishna.
Sagvad: Used for Poha (beaten rice).
Maladi: A medicinal rice variety used in bone fracture treatment.
Raj gudiyapa: A dry land medicinal rice variety used for weakness.
HMT: A farmer developed variety.
Kasubai: A scented variety.
Other varieties include Chinnaponni, Kempudoddi, Halublu, Rajakayame,
Rasakadam,Gamgadale, Burmablack, Kagisali, Ambimohar, Gamsale, Kottayane, Bilinellu,
Gandhasale, NMS2, Rajmudi, Gowrisanna, Jeerigesanna, Bilidoddi, ,
Gambatha, Jeerigesale, Kalakali, Dharisal, Tulasiya, Sheerabathi,
Thamadisala, Rathbath, Ratnachudi.”
Roping in other regional farmers
Ghani’s concern for conservation of biodiversity has got many farmers interested in
traditional varieties as a result of which his farm is drawing visitors from
villages near and far. His experiment has enthralled scientists and officials, who
have applauded his venture and there are talks of naming the farm as a Biodiversity
Heritage Centre.
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Ghani Khan can be contacted at +91-9901713351
Recently Dr. Narayanagowda, Vice Chancellor, University of Agriculture
Sciences, Bangalore visited his farm along with Rice Research station
scientists. He praised Ghani for his endeavor and has undertaken the
traditional varieties for a scientific characterisation.
India is presently facing a rice crisis due to erosion of its
biodiversity and increase of monocropping in agriculture. Reliance on a
narrow spectrum of cultivars grown in monoculture have increased pest
problems and India being a mega diversity country has a plethora of
traditional varieties which are nutritious and have been developed over
centuries. The traditional strains are more resistant to drought and
could be an answer to the climate change. So saving them is important
lest we lose these forever.
About the Guest Writer:
Anitha Reddy is a freelance writer and has been documenting and publishing articles in the field
of agriculture and biodiversity conservation for over a decade. She collaborated with NGOs and
farmers to launch the ’GM free Karnataka’ campaign to oppose the introduction of GM crops
into the state.
She is at present working as a Communication Advisor for Sahaja Samrudha,
Bangalore, an organic farmers association which has been carrying out research on the erosion of
biodiversity.
She was given the ‘Asia Pacific Rice Journalist Award in 2009 by PAN AP
and the International Federation of Environmental Journalists (IFED).
Photos by Mr. Krishna Prasad.
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Media clipping of Rice Mela held at Nanjanraj Bahadur Choultry - Mysore by Sahaja Samrudha.
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Article in One Earth One life about
Green house Krishi by Illias K P
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The Hindu : NATIONAL / KERALA : Seed banks for organic rice

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-kerala/seed-banks-f...

Today's Paper » NATIONAL » KERALA
Seed banks for organic rice
Kaavya Pradeep Kumar

Different varieties of rice on display at an Organic Rice Mela that concluded in the city on Saturday.— Photo: C. Ratheesh Kumar

Environmental research organisation, Thanal, has been striving to bring back the glory of traditional varieties of rice
grain, whose position has been usurped by white rice that has infiltrated Kerala’s market. This unfortunate trend
needs to reverted and a tie-up with Kudumbasree is being envisaged to create seed banks in every district and to
facilitate a support system that would look into value addition of rice and focus on opening up the markets, said
Director of Thanal S. Usha to The Hindu during an Organic Rice Mela at the YMCA Hall in Thiruvananthapuram on
Friday.
This is the second such exhibition and sale organised by Thanal in the city, as part of the ‘Save our Rice’ campaign.
The first was held in July last year, when over two tonnes was sold. While this exhibition is of a smaller scale, more
varieties are on display – including 14 varieties of rice grain and over 150 paddy seeds, brought from Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka and West Bengal. The success of the first Mela was apparent soon after, for several customers continued
to visit Thanal’s office at Jawahar Nagar to purchase organic grains.
Sustaining environment
Executive director of Kudumbasree K.B. Valsalakumari inaugurated the Mela on Friday morning. Ms. Usha said Ms.
Valasalakumari had expressed her interest in coordinating with Thanal in the creation of a framework that promises
to be an excellent model for the State. “Rather than labelling them as ‘Kudumbasree workers’ groups’, their role
could be updated to that sustaining the environment. They have such an extensive system throughout the State and
they hold the potential of reaching the markets and this need not be public markets, but at least schools and
hospitals. Moreover, this is a means of improving their livelihood,” said Ms. Usha.
This year, owing to the more severe drought situation in States such as Tamil Nadu, the demand for such grains had
risen in Kerala. Thanal has conducted field research in other States where the evidence is clear that traditional
varieties thrive even in drought affected regions. A type of red rice called, Kaatuyanam, which is being cultivated in
Thanjavur, is deemed as flood and drought resistant, and could be introduced in Kerala as well, said Ms. Usha.
What is lacking in Kerala is a traditional seed growers’ society.
While the government offers impetus mostly for the production of vegetables and spices, such food grains are not
given the required attention, said C. Jayakumar of Thanal.
“Moreover, farmers here have to cultivate in much smaller tracts of land and there are plenty of cases where
development projects have got in the way of farming,” he added.
Ms. Usha suggests that the government needs to help highlight the significance of traditional seeds and this in turn,
must be recognised by consumers.
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News in Mathrubhoomi - Organic Rice Mela.
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The Rice is Right

The Hindu 3 January 2013

Traditional method of preserving Indigenous rice seeds by Tribesmen of Wayanad district - Kerala
The steps involved in the process of Moodakettal.

Raman of Cheruvayal in his paddy field
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Winnowing and Drying the rice seed before Moodakettal
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PROCESS OF MOODAKETTAL
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91, 5. The seeds are threshed and winnowed.2. After moodakettal, the bundle of seeds is taken to a
storage centre.3. The process of moodakettal begins.4, 9. It’s inside a bundle made with a bamboo
frame that the seeds are preserved.6. Drying the seeds in sunlight is another important step.7.
Moodakettal is almost over.8. A farmer tends to his crops before the Moodakettal.
Tribesmen of the Wayanad district of Kerala have, for generations, practised a traditional method of
preserving indigenous rice seeds, cultivated on fields free fromchemical fertilizer and harmful pesticides.or
generations, the tribesmen of Wayanad district have employed a traditional method called “Moodakettal”
to preserve 35 varieties of indigenous rice seeds. These include aromatic seeds such as Gandhakasala,
Kayama and Jeerakasala; short-term rice varieties like Thonnuramthondy and Palthondy; medicinal
varieties such as Navara and Chennellu; and drought-resistant varieties like Chenthadi and Chenthondi.
This process goes on for two months. If the long-term seeds are destroyed by climatic vagaries, the
short-term seed varieties are used to avoid famine.
The process of “Moodakettal” takes place seven to 15 days after harvest. For preparing each mood
, different varieties of seeds are dried separately for about 15 days in an open space, day and night.
Later, each species of rice seeds is wrapped in a layer of dry hay or plantain sheaths with bamboo
plinths. Each mooda can hold 10 to 60 kg of rice seeds. The seeds preserved in a mooda can be
conserved for a longer period without fear of pest attack or moisture loss. Besides preservation, the
tribesmen (including Kurichya and Kuruma) have been disbursing the seeds to other farmers showing
interest in cultivating rice.
To the tribesmen, every stage of paddy cultivation is a divine activity as well as a ritual. Cheruvayal
tharavadu (homestead), near Kammana in Wayanad district, is a treasure-house of indigenous rice
seeds and the members of the tribal homestead have preserved a rare collection of 29 varieties. “A
few generations ago, our ancestors had cultivated more than 150 varieties of rice seeds, but most of
them were lost over time,” says Raman of Cheruvayal, who owns 2.5 hectares of land.
The Edathana Kurichiya tharavadu, at Edathana near Valad, also has a rare collection of germ plasm.
Every year, the members of this homestead have been cultivating different varieties of seeds on 5.6
hectares of land owned by the joint family. “I fear that the traditional practice may vanish in the near
future as the number of experts in ‘Moodakettal’ is very few now,” says Achappan Vaidyar, 87,
chieftain of the homestead and a traditional tribal healer. “All the work, from sowing to harvesting, is
being done by my family and we have no practice of purchasing rice from shops,” says Achappan
Vaidyar. “Now, many farmers in the district are showing interest in traditional rice cultivation, thanks
to the various afflictions suffered by the hybrid varieties recently. We are giving them seeds from our
gene bank.”
Instead of selling seeds for cash, they follow a type of barter system: for every pothi (approximately
60 litres) of rice seeds purchased, the buyer should return 70 litres of seeds after harvest. Achappan
Peruvadi, a tribal chieftain near Vellamunda in Wayanad, says, “I plan to set up a gene bank of
traditional rice seeds to preserve the remaining seeds for our future generation, though it is not a
remunerative proposition.”
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Traditional seed saving
methods by Cheruvayal
Raman in Mathrubhoomi
6 January 2013
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The Hindu January 26, 2013 They are the saviours of our crops

R. KRISHNA KUMAR

food for thought:Cultivation of chemical-free varieties of rice is the need of the hour
Down to earth, devoid of any airs about what they do, they come across as conventional farmers. But
scratch the surface and they emerge as a breed apart with characteristic features out of the ordinary.
Rooted in agriculture, they are also great conservationists who have taken upon themselves the
challenge of going against the “conventional wisdom” of treading the beaten path. Ploughing a lonely
furrow in the field they are naturalists amidst us, going against the current to make a difference to a
society that is indifferent to their work.
But neither lack of fame or the indifference of the authorities bordering on apathy, born out of
sheer ignorance and arrogance, has deterred them. They have taken it upon themselves in their
conviction that diversity in crops, as in life, is worth conserving for posterity.
A motley group of farmers who have formed a network of their own, they pass on their hardearned fruits of labour to fellow-members in the network by way of exchanging rare and indigenous
rice varieties and propagate them so as to conserve crop diversity.
What began as a small initiative taken by Krishnaprasad, an M.Tech in Environmental Engineering
but a farmer at heart, the effort to revive and conserve indigenous rice strains has caught on with other
farmers and the network today has over 100 paddy farmers engaged in this endeavour in Mysore,
Mandya, and Chamarajanagar districts as also in other parts of the State.
Inspired by the One Straw Revolution authored by Masanobu Fukuoka, which changed his
perspectives and outlook towards life, Krishnaprasad switched over to agriculture and has strived to
promote seed conservation, collaborating with like-minded farmers since two decades. “I was keen
on reviving the traditional rice varieties and help in their conservation for which the farmers who were
practitioners of chemical farming and the high-yielding varieties had to be convinced first. But there
are many among the farmers who realise the harm being done to mother earth by spraying chemical
fertilizers and pesticides as also the loss of crop diversity in pursuance of mono culture with focus on
only a few varieties of paddy. So we managed to cobble together a handful of farmers and since then
we have cultivated a variety of desi rice, propagated them and helped revive their growth”, says Mr.
Krishnaprasad.
The establishment of Sahaja Samrudha was a step in this direction and the organisation networks
with organic farmers, promotes knowledge and information and also enables exchange of seeds and
rice. The net result is the gradual expansion of the network over the years and the group – in
association with other organisations – has also launched what is called “Save Our Rice campaign” to
promote chemical-free cultivation of traditional rice, to highlight their efficacy while ensuring that the
seed sovereignty of the farmers is protected.In continuance of this objective, Sahaja Samruddha and
the network of farmers organise a Red Rice Mela or Kempakki Mela to highlight the efficacy and
medicinal properties of the indigenous varieties of rice that are slowly edging towards extinction. If it
was not for these group of farmers who among themselves cultivate nearly 300 varieties of indigenous
rice not available in the market, the rice heritage of the country would have been that much poorer.As
Mr. Krishnaprasad explained, “Change in lifestyle and consumption pattern in favour of junk food with
high cholesterol has a deleterious impact on the health of the people and this is evident in the increase
in heart-related diseases.
localvariety that has been abandoned in favour of the high-yielding
variety. Even the ancient Ayurvedic treatises recognised the medicinal properties of red rice and
called it Raktashali.”Mr. Krishnaprasad vouches for their anti-oxidant properties just as he advocates
rice diversity.R. KRISHNA KUMARA group of farmers are exchanging rare and indigenous
rice varieties and propagating them so as to conserve crop diversity
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The New Indian Express 01st January 2013
Successful organic farmer depressed over lack of govt support

By Reema Narendran

Bhaskaran at his farm

If there was one farmer in the city suburbs who was vociferous against organic farming, it was
Bhaskaran of Thennoorkonam near Vizhinjam. He very strongly believed that farming sans pesticides
was impossible, organic farming was nonviable and that it meant obvious doom for any farmer who
attempted it.It took hours of discussions by S Usha, executive director of Thanal, and Seena A S, a
campaigner at Zero Waste Centre at Kovalam, to convince Bhaskaran to try out organic farming of
vegetables for just one season. He did, and found it was not as bad as he thought it would be.
Yes, there were pest attacks without the pesticides. And the attack was more virulent on his farm as
all the other neighbouring plots used pesticides. ‘’Since they used chemicals, the pests would all
gather up in my field, that had none,’’ recalled Bhaskaran. This obviously meant he had to spend
more time in his farm, tending to each and every plant, often handpicking the little bugs and beetles.
His days started earlier. His food timings became erratic. He was at his farm till very late in the
evening. ‘’But in the end it made me happy. I felt content that I could give pesticide-free vegetables
to my customers. It was a great feeling,’’ said Bhaskaran, who learnt to use oil seed cakes mixed in
cow’s urine, ash and cow-dung for manure instead of chemical fertilizers.
This organic farmer grows ‘cheera’, snake gourd, pepper, beans, string beans, cucumber,
several tubers like yam and tapioca and a number of banana varieties on the land that he has leased at
the rate of Rs 6,000 for 14 cents. Bhaskaran has leased a total of almost one-and-a-half acres and one
crop failure would mean absolute disaster.
Agricultural Officer at Vizhinjam Priya P V said that currently there is no funding to support organic
farmers. A fact that continuously depresses Bhaskaran. ‘’No one acknowledges the hard work we
do, nor does the government support organic farmers in any manner,’’ he said.
The only support that Bhaskaran gets is from the city-based Green organisation Thanal, at whose
Organic Bazaar the farmer sells his organic vegetables. ‘’They come with a vehicle, take the
vegetables at their cost and pays me a handsome sum as well. I don’t have to pay money to
middlemen either. They have been supporting me for almost nine years now,’’ he said.
Problems begin when Bhaskaran’s produce exceeds the needs of the Organic Bazaar. ‘’Then I
have to sell it at a much lower rate in the markets, which ends up in a loss. But certain customers at
Chalai Market who have tasted my vegetables know they are organic and prefer to buy vegetables
from me,’’ said Bhaskaran.
Even while he has found joy in giving chemical-free vegetables to his customers, what pains Bhaskaran
is the indifference shown by his villagers. ‘’They know I cultivate organic vegetables here. But
none of them are willing to part with an extra Rs 5 or Rs 10 for the safe food I give them. They seem
to have a blind eye to all my efforts,’’ he said.
Even if just the Vizhinjam panchayat would decide to buy their vegetables from this organic farmer, it
would be a major help to the cause of organic farming and healthy living.
Usha

The New Indian Express 11 February 2013

‘Spider’ installation for awareness
There won’t be an escape from a spider’s web once you fall into it. A message highlighted by the
youngsters who formed a human installation of a spider at Nishagandhi auditorium here on Sunday
as a clarion call on the perils of genetically modified (GM) crops.
The installation was simply like this; dressed in black, the young volunteers formed the eight legs of
the spider by slanting to their shoulders tall sticks wrapped in black cloth. Others formed the
abdomen part in the centre, by placing on their heads the cardboard models of genetically modified
brinjal. A boy, with his entire body spun in white thread, lay on the floor, as if he had fallen prey to
the spider, communicating the effect created by a GM crop on the consumer.
Under the aegis of Thanal, the volunteers of Save A Rupee Spread A Smile (SARSAS), Open
Space and Yes Plus had come up to form the ‘spider’ installation. With the participation of around
20 volunteers, the installation was designed and arranged by artist Easwar Subramony and Sachin
Sathyarajan.
Adding spice to the installation was the live fusion music by the college band ‘Voyage’. The
installation was formed on the sidelines of National Safe Food Day observed on February 9.
“We had intimated several people on observing the National Safe Food Day. Among them, these
groups willingly came forward as they wanted to do something different,” said Sridhar
Radhakrishnan of Thanal.
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Young Farmer Illias KP and his Friends
sharing their experience on agriculture
in Mathrubhoomi Magazine
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Published on Down To Earth (http://www.downtoearth.org.in) 15 December 2012

Keeper of grains

Author(s): Jyotika Sood ,An ecologist has been guarding seeds of more than 750 rare rice varieties for
over a decade

germplasms of rice (Photo: Jyotika Sood)
Lit by a kerosene lamp, the two-room hut just outside a sleepy hamlet in Odisha’s
Rayagada district can easily pass off as any other farmer’s house in this tribal region. Step inside
it, and one is taken aback by the hundreds of earthen pots labelled with coded stickers stacked in a
corner as well as under the bed. These pots treasure over 750 varieties of rice grains, some on the
verge of extinction. Keeper of the seed bank, Debal Deb, has been collecting and conserving these
rare native varieties for over 16 years. [1] His only help are the farmers who still depend on
heirloom seeds.
Adjacent to the hut is a field where Deb grows these varieties to conserve their germplasm.
But this is no easy task. Barely half a hectare means Deb gets 4 sq m for each variety where he can
plant only 64 paddy hills. This is just above the minimum viable size of about 50 hills required to
maintain the genetic resource of a crop. Then there is the problem of maintaining the genetic purity
of landraces grown next to each other. Internationally recommended isolation distance is at least
110 m, which is impossible to follow on such a small farm. But Deb has managed to overcome this
constraint by planting each variety surrounded by the ones with different flowering dates (see
‘Treasure and the tricks’). After harvesting and threshing, Deb saves some in his earthen pots
and distributes the rest among farmers to promote their use and make people aware of their
advantages. Deb’s conservation strategy was published in Current Science.It has only been a

year since this ecologist-turned-agriculturalist moved to Odisha with his seed bank

Vrihi. Before that, for over a decade, he travelled across eastern India, collecting seeds of unique
and important indigenous rice varieties from farmers. He set up Vrihi in 1997. Then, Deb had about
200 rice varieties. Vrihi was the first non-governmental seed bank in West Bengal. Gradually, Deb
felt the need for their conservation and distribution. In 2002, he set up a small farm of 0.7 ha in
Bankura district where he would regularly grow the varieties. But consecutive droughts

in 2009 and 2010 led to a loss of some of the varieties. Deb started seeking a place with assured
irrigation facility. This is when Debjeet Sarangi of Living Farms, a non-profit that works on
sustainable agriculture in Odisha, came to his rescue and helped him secure the plot in Rayagadha
for a lease of Rs 4,000 a year.
“I was influenced by Debal’s articles. The more I tried to find out about him, the
more astounded I was. He has done doctorate in community ecology from Calcutta University and
post-doctoral research in ecological economics and marine and estuarine resources from University
of California, Berkeley in the US, and Indian Institute of Science in Bengaluru. I used to wonder what
a man of his calibre was doing in inaccessible areas,” says Sarangi. His curiosity ended in 2005
when he heard that Deb was visiting some villages near Bhubaneswar. “I was in West Bengal then
for a training in sustainable agriculture. But I skipped it and took the first train to Bhubaneswar to
meet him. He spoke the language of farmers. There was no lab science in his speech but pure
agriculture ecology. That day I realised why he left his well-paid job at WWF in 1996 to work on a
subject which is away from the luxurious lifestyle.”
Driven by pure passion for sustainable agriculture, Deb has also collected several indigenous
varieties of pearl millet, brinjal, sesame, bottle gourd and legumes. “These heirloom seeds are our
best bet against environmental vagaries—late monsoon, scanty rainfall, flooding, soil salinity and
attacks of pests and pathogens,” says Deb. India has rice landraces perfectly adapted to each of
these conditions. Despite 60 years of research into genetics of rice, scientists have not yet been able
to create a variety that can yield sufficiently in marginal environmental conditions, he adds.
Deb’s argument is based on his field experiences. In May 2009, super cyclone Aila swept the
Sunderbans and salinised thousands of hectares overnight. A handful of traditional farmers sowed
three salt-tolerant rice varieties. Deb distributed three more salt-tolerant varieties to a dozen
farmers in the island. They were the only ones to reap some rice the following winter. This
year, with delayed monsoon, rice seedlings in many parts of eastern India perished in seedbeds.
But farmers who adapted sturdy landraces did not have to worry much. “They are more
resilient than any modern variety,” says Deb.
But what about farmers’ profit? After all, modern varieties and hybrids are high-yielding. “No
profit from any enterprise is sustainable in any economic system,” Deb replies. “If the goal is to
quickly maximise profit, rapid resource depletion is inevitable, and we should not complain about
pollution and health hazards and the climate change.”
Deb’s wisdom comes from his daily interactions with farmers, who, he says, are better observers of
farm ecosystems than most agriculture experts. This is because specialists are trained to look into a
specific aspect of nature, while generalists are capable of linking different aspects of the complex
ecosystem, he adds. Deb confesses that the reason he relies on local farmers for all his on-farm
conservation and research is that he has no financial means to employ well-trained science
graduates or researchers. “Moreover, how can I be sure that a researcher working on my farm
will not hand over a rare germplasm to an agro-biotech company for whatever amount of money?”
Deb believes that regardless of any institutional or governmental support, his legacy will live on with
the support of his farmer friends.
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Article in Sangaditha about womens
participation in agriculutre by Usha S
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